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Provenance

Preferred Citation:
[Identification of item] Frank Cheyne Papé Letters and drawings, M0296, Dept. of Special Collections, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Biographical Note
British illustrator.

Scope and Content
Letters and invoices (1929-1931) written or directed to Alwyn J. Scheuer. The letters concern orders for illustrations, prices, and shipping. The collection also includes 194 drawings by Papé, illustrations for seven works published between 1921 and 1930.
Guide to the Frank Cheyne Papé
Letters and drawings, ca. 1921-1931

Flat Box 1

Norman Strouse Gift May, 1977 Letters of Frank C. Pape

Scope and Content Note
Frank Cheyne Pape 1878- Br. Illustrator 13 letters and 6 invoices 1929-31 all written or directed to Alwyn J. Scheuer.

Letters (All business orders for illus., prices, shipping, also of illustrated books.).
1. 10/1/29FCP to AJS 26E 56th St. NYC.
   Physical Description:ALS 4 p.p. & cvr.
   Scope and Content Note
   re: sales and prices of his illustrations and illustrated books.

2. 5/10/30FCP to AJS re: illus., mentions books by Cabell and France.
   Physical Description: ALS 4 1/2 pp.

3. 11/23/30FCP to AJS subj: similar
   Physical Description: ALS 4 pp & cvr.

4. 12/19/30FCP to AJS subj: similar
   Physical Description: ALS 2 pp. & covr.

5. 1/27/31FCP to AJS subj: similar
   Physical Description: ALS 4 pp. & covr.

6. 4/18/31FCP to AJS subj: similar
   Physical Description: ALS 1 p. & covr.

7. 5/11/31FCP to AJS subj: similar
   Physical Description: ALS 1 p. & covr.

8. 6/1/31FCP to AJS subj: similar
   Physical Description: ALS 1 p. & covr.

   Physical Description: 1 p. ALS & cvr.
   Scope and Content Note
   re: ordering Frank Harris books.

10. 7/30/31Tunbridge Wells FCP to AJS
    Physical Description: ALS 1 p. & cvr.

11. 9/11/31Tunbridge Wells FCP to AJS
    Physical Description: ALS 2pp. & cvr.

12. 9/30/31Tunbridge Wells FCP to AJS
    Physical Description: ALS 1 1/2 pp. & cvr.

13. 10/18/31Tunbridge Wells FCP to AJS
    Physical Description: ALS 1 p. & cvr.

Invoice
1. 12/1/30FCP to AJS A cvr.
2. 4/17/31FCP to AJS ADS rept. of payment for Jurgens bks 2 orig. vignettes for d.
   Physical Description: 1/2 p.

3. 4/18/31FCP to AJS ADS 1/2 p. invoice for closed vignette for Jurgens.
4. NDFCP to AJS ADS 1/2 rcp. vignettes for Jurgen, Cream of Jest, & Figures of Earth.
7. NDFCP to AJS ADS 3/4 p. invoice for colored original - title page Cream of the Jest.

FRANK PAPÉ ILLUSTRATED BOOKS in the NORMAN H. STROUSE COLLECTION
FRANCE, Anatole, Penguin Island. Translated by A.H. Evans With Illustrations and Decorations by Frank C. Papé. 8vo. 1st illustrated edition. 4 doublepage endleaves, front and back, 12 full page illustrations, 1 half-title, 1 heading, 8 full page titlepages to Sections, 45 tailpieces, 55 decorated initials. Black cloth binding, gilt-stamped with Papé designs. London. John Lane. Bodley Head. (1925)
   Scope and Content Note
   Only 1 original drawing for this book in the collection - the half-title.
   NO original drawings in the collection for the following three books.

FRANCE, Anatole. Mother of Pearl. Translated by Frederick Chapmen with Illustrations and Decorations by Frank C. Papé. 8vo. 1st illustrated editio 4 double page endleaves, front and back, 12 full page illustrations, numerous tailpieces and decorated intials. Original dust jacket with Papo designs. London. John Lane. Bodley Head. (1929)
CABELL, James Branch. Domnei, a Comedy of Woman-Worship. Illustrated by Frank C. Papé. 8vo. 1st illustrated edition. With full page black and white illustrations to many chapters as well as the 12 photogravures, 4 double page endleaves front and back. Black cloth binding, gilt stamped with Pape designs. London. John Lane. Bodley Head. (1930)
   Scope and Content Note
   SUMMARY
   The Strouse collection includes (by actual count of the drawings) - 194 original Frank Pape drawings. The detailed descriptions in the following pages show the many repetitions. Also, the artist frequently separated parts of the drawings and used then individually - thus the detail descriptions of the drawings and the actual count of the originals do not make a tally.
   Actual count of original drawings -
   Figures of Earth - 25 original drawings
   Jurgen - 35 original drawings
   Penguin Island - 1 original drawings
   Rabelais - 55 original drawings
   La Reine Pedaque - 33 original drawings
   Revolt of the Angels 22 original drawings
   Thais - 23 original drawings
   Total 194 original drawings

Dorothy Bevis
May 20, 1977
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FRANK PAPÉ ORIGINAL DRAWINGS in the Norman H. Strouse Collection from Figures OF Earth


Scope and Content Note
Copy 2 - as above except no dust jacket or bookplate

Dom Manueland, Sorceror, Champion
Physical Description: Double, full page
Front and back endpapers

What happened...
Physical Description: Full page
Frontispiece

Manuel, Sorceror, castle
Physical Description: Full page
Titlepage to Section I, (p.1)

The Two Boys...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 14

I wait for One...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 30

Manuel...modelled...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 50

Alienora and Animals
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 60

He was drying out...
Physical Description: Full page
Title page to Section II Opp. p. 72

This portent...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 84

No witch and werewolf
Physical Description: Full page
Titlepage to Section III, (p.101)
These magicians...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p.110

On most evenings...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 126

Everything was...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 138

Baby in cradle
Physical Description: Full page
Titlepage to Section IV, (151)

I am also... Stork retrieving babies
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 166

Then Freydis went away..
Physical Description: Full page
Opp 192 p.

Horseman and scales
Physical Description: Full page
Titlepage to Section V, (p.207)

Manuel spent that night.
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 220
Scope and Content Note
Small medallion decoration on titlepage (drawing missing)

Bust of Manuel between two pigs.
Physical Description: Heading-¼ p.
Chapt. I, p. 7
Scope and Content Note
Tailpieces
The book has 31 elaborately decorated tailpieces varying from 1/8 to 3/4 of a page in size - but NO tailpiece original drawings are included in the collection.
Colored titlpager(13 3/4 x 9¼ inches) in included in the original drawings but was not used in the book.
No decorated initials were included with the drawings.
TOTAL 25 original drawings. The detailed descriptions of the drawings, the repetition, and the separation of parts therefore does not tally with the actual count of the original drawings.

Flat Box 3
FRANK PAPE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS in the Norman H. Strouse COLLECTION From JURGEN
CABELL, James Branch. 


Scope and Content Note
Copy 2, exactly as above but lacking dust jacket. Has Waldo F. Stone bookplate. Strouse collection has all original drawings but 1 full page illustration (facing page 10, and these two sped...), lacks 7 tailpieces and all initial drawings.

**Jurgen rescued to Heaven**
- Physical Description: Double, full page
- Front and back endpapers

**Dorothy la Desiree**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Front, in color

**And these two...**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. P. 10 (missing)

**Then Jurgen knew...**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. P. 32

**Jurgen's sword...**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. P. 46

**Upon the middle...**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. P. 56

**Jurgen bowed...**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. P. 96

**So Jurgen sat...**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. P. 126

**And they all...**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. P. 172

**And Jurgen civilly**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. P. 224
Jurgen spent...
   Physical Description: Full page
   Opp. P. 248

Jurgen clambered...
   Physical Description: Full page
   Opp. P. 258

Every movement...
   Physical Description: Full page
   Opp. P. 277

And so Farewell...
   Physical Description: Full page
   Opp. P. 304

cherub, devil, monk, spilled ink.
   Physical Description: Heading and side border
   P. 3

50 initials
   Physical Description: Decorated initials 1" x3/4"
   Chapter openings (missing)

stylized head and snakes
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. xvii (missing)

Jurgen and Dame Li
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 7

Damsel on horse
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 11

Centaur
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 15

Dorothy moves toward Dame...
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 26 (missing)

Jurgen on horse
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 31

Head and snakes (repetition - mi)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 38
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jurgen descending</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. p. 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurgen in c. ve</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. p. 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurgen and Prince fleeing</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. p. 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legs, shoes, shade</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. p. 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurgen and horse jump fence</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. p. 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, PHILANTHROP</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. p. 80 (missing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legs, shoes, shade</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. p. 89 (no)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viking ship</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. p. 95 (missing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legs, shoes, shadow (rep)</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece ¾ p. p. 125 (No)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooster</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece ¾ p. p. 110 (No)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpent about tree</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece ¾ p. p. 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legs, shoes, shadow (re)</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece ¾ p. p. 139 (No)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head, snakes (rep.)</td>
<td>Physical Description: Tailpiece ¾ p. p. 148-missing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anaitas and sword
   Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
   p. 159

Head and snakes (rep.)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
   p. 165 missing

Chloris asleep
   Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
   p. 173

Legs, shoes, shadow (rep)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece 1/4 p
   p. 185 (No)

Beach and seagulls
   Physical Description: Tailpiece 1/4 p
   p. 193 missing

Legs, shoes, shadow (rep)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece 1/4 p
   p. 198 (No)

Head and snakes (rep.)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece 1/4 p
   p. 202 (missing)

Cherub, devil, snake, do
   Physical Description: Tailpiece 1/4 p
   p. 215

Jurgen banished to Hell
   Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
   p. 220

Chrub, devil, snake, dov (rep)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
   p. 224

Legs, shoes, shadow (rep)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
   p. 228 (No)

Frustrated devils
   Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
   p. 235

Legs, shoes, shadow (rep)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
   p. 239 (No)
Head and snakes (rep.)
Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
p. 247 (missing)

Head and snakes (rep.)
Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
p. 254 (missing)

Hearts, flowers, large bi
Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
p. 260 (No)

Jurgen on clouds
Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
p. 276

Head and snakes (rep.)
Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
p. 287 (missing)

Serpent about tree (rep.)
Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
p. 294 (No)

Head and snakes (rep.)
Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
p. 298 (missing)

Floating face
Physical Description: Tailpiece ¼ p.
p302302

Ruined castle
Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
p. 306 (missing)

Dame Lisa
Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
p. 313

Jurgen
Physical Description: Tailpiece ½ p.
p. 320
Explic

Physical Description: Tailpiece
p. 325

Scope and Content Note
The Strouse collection has a total of 52 original Frank Papé drawings for Jurgen. Only 7 tailpieces are missing (two are repeated numerous times) and only one full page illustration is lacking.

TOTAL 35 original 1 drawings. The detailed description of the drawings, their repetition, and the separation of many parts, therefore does not tally with the actual count of the original drawings.

Flat Box 4

FRANK PAPÉ ORIGINAL DRAWINGS in the NORMAN H. STROUSE COLLECTION From RABELAIS

Note
Volume I
Volume II


Scope and Content Note
All full page original drawings are missing from the Strouse collection, The book does not have decorated endleaves but there are two full size original drawings which could have been projected for endleaves and not used in the Volume.

Note
Prints with checks (Rabelais only) are in our collection

Rabelais, book, pen, tankard

Physical Description: 1/8 p.- Heading
(p. 1)

Small face laughing

Physical Description: 3/4 x ½ - decorated initial
(p.1)

Satyr, cherubs, monk and fish

Physical Description: 2 full page titlepages to Books II and III (original drawings missing)
(opp. pages 220 and 424)

rat, human head

Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.

p.3
Euses fighting, Apollo
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p.8

Teapot breaking on tankard
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p.12

Dancing pig
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p.14

Bacchus in grape tub
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. (drawing missing)
   p.20

Gargantua in cradle
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p.27

Child netting bird
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p.33

cups laughing
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p.36

Buckets spilled, bea
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p.41

Ride, si sapis
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p.53

Devil shovelling people in ov
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p.57

Young man looking at pictures
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)
   p.60

oups laughing
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p.63

Limp teasing cherub
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p.67
Master Janotis and fish
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 69

dancing grape figures
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 75

Face: leaves, jug
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.84

Fish & bottle
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.89

Rams & vase
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.97

Owl, desk & books
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.101

Horse & rider
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.119

Copid delivering letter
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.121

Cannon firing at head
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.129

Sword
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.134

Devils carrying corpse
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.143

Ships & swans
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.150

Sword & helm
   Physical Description: Tailpiece
   P.165
Dismembered body
  Physical Description: Tailpiece
  P.172

Monk & Demons
  Physical Description: Tailpiece
  P.176

Angel & fish
  Physical Description: Tailpiece
  P.212

Man drinking
  Physical Description: Tailpiece
  P.220

Flying Demon carrying People
  Physical Description: Tailpiece
  P.194

Demon with grapes
  Physical Description: Tailpiece
  P.102

Legs, imps, Clouds
  Physical Description: Tailpiece
  P.116

imp running with herd (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 302

sly fox (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)
  p. 309

Ride, si sapis (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 315

dancing tanker (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p. (drawing missing)
  p. 326

fish and grapes in shield
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 332

Pantagruel offering fish on platter
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)
  p. 343
fish and two legs
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. (drawing missing)
   p. 349

Pantagruel, rain, fish spout
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p. (drawing missing)
   p. 354

duck, goose, swan, ships (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 364

mermaids and fish
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 367

angel, sword... dum anima...
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 372

Pantagruel eating people
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p. (drawing missing)
   p. 375

bowl of grapes
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 388

Devil shovelling people in oven (rep)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 407

owt, satyr, grapes (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 411

Ride, si s pis... (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 416

Cannon shoots Pantegruel
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)
   p. 420

monk with fish herd
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 424

Friar and animals (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 437
tankard on drunk figure
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 448

small devil figures
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 454

fish driven by imp
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  p. 469

female in shell, bedecking self
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)
  p. 474

unicorn nd bird
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. (drawing missing)
  p. 483

ing laughing teapot and lady
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p. (drawing missing)
  p. 486

fish
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p. (drawing missing)
  p. 491

Rabelais, cornucopia, fish on plat
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p. (drawing missing)
  p. 499
  Scope and Content Note
  TOTAL original Papé drawings for Rabelais in Strouse collection... Vol. I
  2 large drawings for endleaves (not used)
  1 [UNK]
  1 decorated initial
  59 tailpieces
  Not in collection
  12 full page illustrations
  27 tailpieces
  2 full page title pages to sections

Flat Box 4

**RABELAIS - Volume II - Original Pape Drawings in Strouse Collection**

Scope and Content Note
The 13 full page original drawings are missing from the Strouse collection
The volume does not have decorated endleaves.
Two full page title pages to Sections IV and V are not included in drawings.

Panurge sleeping
  Physical Description: 2/8 p. - Heading
  (p.1)
laughing face  
Physical Description: 3/4 x ½ decorated initial 
(p.1)

imp and shadow  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.  
p.9

Friar and weno (missing)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.  
p.13

Sibyl, fish, frogs. (missing)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.  
p.18

stylized female  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.  
p.23

imp, people on fork (missing)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.  
p.34

3 faces (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p/  
p.39.

angel rescues people from He (missing)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.  
p.44

Devil roasting people (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.  
p.48

Devil pouncing on people (re)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.  
p.56

Fedallion, Heptune, mermaide  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.  
p.61

dancing tankard (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.  
p.68

fish kissing lady clam (missing)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.  
p.73
Friar dandling Pantagruel (two-above(missing))
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 78

whale swallowing fish
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 87

stylized grapes (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 90

fish marries lady clam
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p
   p. 102

Lady decks self in shells (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 108

Devil, females by hair (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 118

Ride, si sapis (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 119

Pedestal, rams dancing (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 122

Bowl of grapes (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p
   p. 129

goose swimming (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 134

Devil and cherub, chess (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 144

Baby Bacchus, grape leaves
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 148

Bacchus in grape tub (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 161
sly fox (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 165

3 small faces (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 154

stylized jug (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 173

laughing cups (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 176

owl, satyr, grapes (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 180

unicorn chasing bird (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 191

stylized grapes (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 196

chcrub, fountain, fish
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 204

3 faces (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 210

Friar and fish (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 223

fish and jar (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 246

unicorn, bird (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 250

courtier on horse (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 253
ships (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 256

imp. cherub, satyr
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 265

Devil
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 259

Fish and clam married (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 274

stylised female (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 277

Friar and wench (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 281

bird on back, human head
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 289

cherub and imp ringing bell (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 292

stylized dancing grapes
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 296

helmet and sword (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 300

Devil frying people (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 306

medallion, ship and sea [UNK] (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 310

devil pouncing on people (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 313
Friar chastising fish (repeat)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
    p. 259

bowl of grapes, 2 rams
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
    p. 262
dancing cherubs (missing)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
    p. 320

mermaids (missing)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
    p. 323

Devil chasing Panurge (missing)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
    p. 326

Devil roasting humans (rep)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
    p. 331

ship, Panurge, mermaid
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
    p. 334
devil abducting man (rep)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
    p. 337

books, scroll, compass (repeat)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
    p. 340

bowl of grapes (repeat)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
    p. 343
dancing jug (repeat)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
    p. 347

drinking face (repeat)
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
    p. 350

angel, ashcan, rats, devil
    Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
    p. 359
medallion, mermaid, fish (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 362

small ships (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 365

small faces (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 352

bird on back, human head (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 368

Pantagruel eats humans
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 371

helmet and sword (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 375

dancing imp (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 377

cannon firing (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 379

dancing pig (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 382

Pantagruel's head laughs (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 387

sword (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 389

three faces (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 392

fish, grapes, shield (rep)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 396
devil
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 406

imp, humans on pitchfork
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 401

small grapes
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 411

cherub ringing bell (rep)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 415

Angels, Pantagruel's legs, imps (missing)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  p. 418

Dum, anima est (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 421

Angels rescue humans from Hell (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  p. 427

Friar, animals
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  p. 434

Friar and wench (missing)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  p. 437

Kedallion, Neptune, mermaids (rep)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  p. 440

Friar striding thru woods (rep)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  p. 444

Cloves, gauntlets (rep)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p
  p. 448

Pantagruel drinks from barrels (missing)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  p. 451
dancing jug (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 454

fish, grapes in shield (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 457

cannon firing (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 460

mermaid fishing (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 473

3 faces (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 476

Panurge fleeing cherub (missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 480

Panurge, cherubs, Friar, fish-jugs. (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. (489)

owl at desk (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 499

Devil pouncing on humans (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 508

imp catching rope (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 511

imp driving a fish (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 515

Baby Bacchus, leaves (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 518

imp carrying vegetables (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 527
fish-headed Friar (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.  
   p. 532

sly fox (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.  
   p. 545

sword (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.  
   p. 548

Friar and cherub playing (missing)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.  
   p. 551

Panurge kissing female (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.  
   p. 553

medallion, sea monster, ship (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.  
   p. 559

devil's shadow (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.  
   p. 535

drinking face (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.  
   p. 567

devil's shadow and imp (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.  
   p. 570

medallion, Neptune and merma. (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.  
   p. 576

bee (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.  
   p. 580

dancing grapes (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.  
   p. 588

Panurge and rainspout (repeat)  
Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.  
   p. 592
Frear and animals (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 619

Devil clutches 2 females (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 625

Panurge, ship, mermaid (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 633

medallion, mermaid kissing fish (repeat - missing)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 637

stylized grapes (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 644

ship (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 638

dancing jug (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
   p. 646

devil-dragon (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 649

fountain, cherub, fish (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
   p. 652

Bacchus in tub (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
   p. 657

stylized drinking head (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/4 p.
   p. 654

stylized dancing grapes (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/4 p.
   p. 660

stylized grapes (repeat)
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/4 p.
   p. 662
stylized jug (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  p. 670

owl, desk, scroll, books (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 674

drinking jug (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 677

3 jubilant imps (missing)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 681

Baby Bacchus, grapes (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 685

Friar on barrel (missing)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 700

devil, cornucopia (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 705

ram (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 707

small grapes (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 711

small grapes (repeat)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 728
Rabelais pointing to open book (missing)
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
p. 730
Scope and Content Note
TOTAL original Pape drawings for RABELAIS in Strouse collection... VOL. II. The word missing refers only to original drawings. All illustrations are intact in books themselves. Many of the Tailpieces are repeated from Volume I and their original drawings are included with Volume I collection.
Present for Volume II
1 original drawing for heading
1 decorative initial
106 Tailpieces (38 tailpiece drawings missing)
13 full page drawings missing
2 full page title pagedrawings for sections 4 and 5 missing.
TOTAL 55 original drawings. The detailed description of the drawings, their frequent repetition, and the separate appearance of the many parts, therefore does not tally with the actual count of the original drawings.

FRANK PAPE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS in the NORMAN H. STROUSE Collection from AT THE SIGH OF THE REINE PEDAUQUE
Scope and Content Note
Copy 2 - exactly alike but is 1923 reprint with original dust-jacket, decorated in red with Papé designs. PRESENTATION COPY to Walter M. Hill, with original pen drawing tipped in preceding half-title.

2 customers at table
Physical Description: Double full page
Front and back endleaves

Illus. and letterpress
Physical Description: Full page (missing drawing)
Half-title-opp. verso of front endleaf

I will go...
Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
Frontispiece

A Salamander...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p 36

It is their only patron...
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 60
This gentleman...
  Physical Description: Full page
  Opp. p. 76

The shape of this box...
  Physical Description: Full page
  Opp. p. 100

I recognised...
  Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
  Opp. p. 110

You are my Salamander...
  Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
  Opp. p. 122

Hysurprise - Croignard
  Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
  Opp. p. 172

During his slumber...
  Physical Description: Full page
  Opp. p. 196

For whom the angels...
  Physical Description: Full page
  Opp. p. 254

I arise on wings...
  Physical Description: Full page
  Opp. p. 270

Such was their lot...
  Physical Description: Full page
  Opp. p. 106

Father dandling baby
  Physical Description: Heading to Chapter I -3/4 p.
  P. 7

  Physical Description: Decorated initials 30 -- 1 x 3/4*
  At each chapter heading
  Scope and Content Note
  (no original initial drawings in collection. These were not included with any of the
  original drawings)

2 goblets
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  P. 17
Father Coignard
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¾ p.
  P. 23

Cupid, arrow and heart
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  P. 28

veiled door knocker
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  P. 46

3 guests at table
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¾ p.
  P. 55

2 hearts, lady and gentleman
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  P. 62

Scales, lady and owl
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)
  P. 68

Gentleman passes window
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  P. 73

Men shaking hands on stair
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  P. 81

Medallion, Mosaide brooding
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  P. 89

dog, coach
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  P. 94

Row of naked Salamanders
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  P. 108

Tournebroche refused house
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  P. 112

Jael kissing Tournebroche
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  P. 129
Abbe following Tournebroche
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  P. 165

Jael escaping window
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  P. 188

Hosaide, medallion
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  P. 247

Bunches of grapes
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  P. 255

Cross, chalice, grapes
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  P. 259

Cross, chalice, grapes
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  P. 265

Salamanders carry d’Asterac away
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  P. 271

Finis
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  P. 275

Scope and Content Note
Total
4 original drawings for endleaves
1 original drawings for hoading
7 drawings for full page illustrations (4 missing)
20 drawings for tailpieces (1 missing)
32 original drawings for La Reine Pedauque in Strouse Collection
no half title drawing in collection
none of the 30 initial drawings in collection - but this was usual.
TOTAL 33 original drawings. The detailed description of the drawings, their frequent repetition, and the separation of the many parts, therefore does not tall with the actual count of the original drawings.

Flat Box 6

FRANK PAPE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS in the Norman H. STROUSE COLLECTION From THE REVOLT OF THE ANGELS
FRANCE, Anatole. *The Revolt of the Angels*. Translated by Mrs. Wilfred Jackson with Illustrations and Decorations by Frank C. Pape. 8vo. 1st illus. sdeition. With 12 full page illustrations, double page decorated endpapers at front and back, 1 heading, 28 el boratoly decorated tailpieces, decorated halftitle, and 30 decorated initials. Black cloth binding, gilt-stamped with Pape designs. London. John Lane. Bodley Head. c.1924

Scope and Content Note
Copy 2. Same as Copy 1 except for American publisher's imprint (Dodd, Head) in gold on backstrip.

**Cannons besieging castle**
- Physical Description: Double full page
- Front and back endpapers

**Triumphant angels, spears**
- Physical Description: Half-title - 3/4 p. (drawing missing)
- Next to endpaper

**Bust and flags**
- Physical Description: Heading - ¼ p.
- To Chapt. I. p. 3

**Dies Irae...**
- Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
- Frontispiece

**Hons. Sarriette fell...**
- Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
- Opp. p. 30

**The following night...**
- Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
- Opp. p. 50

**I Was commanded...**
- Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
- Opp. p. 78

**In Paradise...**
- Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
- Opp. p. 104

**Such was Istar...**
- Physical Description: Full page
- Opp. p. 118

**I sang to...**
- Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
- Opp. p. 182

**Pestilence and famine**
- Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
- Opp. p. 200
**Prince Istar...**
Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
Opp. p. 250

**Gilberto decided...**
Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
Opp. p. 278

**To sound of bells...**
Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
Opp. p. 202

**Areado, Istar, and Zite**
Physical Description: Full page (drawing missing)
Opp. p. 342
Scope and Content Note
Only one full page illustration - original drawing - in collection, Istar opposite page 118 - others (10) missing. The word missing refers only original drawings. All illustrations in books themselves, are intact. No decorated initials for any of the Pape editions are included in the original drawings of the collection.
TOTAL 22 original drawings. The detailed description of the drawings, their frequent repetitions, and the separation of any parts, therefore does not tally with the actual count of the original drawings.

**angel, man and out**
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)
p. 10

**dejected monkey**
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
p. 28

**leoping leopard**
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
p. 32

**angels with flame**
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
p. 44

**medallion, donkey reading**
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p. (drawing missing)
p. 49

**angel, tree, apple**
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
p. 59

**owl and book hanging in BR.**
Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing framed)
p. 70
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cherub and satyr</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medallion, donkey reading (rep.)</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ¼ p. (drawing missing)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angel in rain</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angels, man and organ</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ¾ p.</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monk drawing devil</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ½ p. (drawing missing)</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cont and castle</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ¼ page</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financier paying...</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ¼ page (drawing missing)</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demon devil</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ¼ p.</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devil, monk, Disputa...</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ½ p.</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devil, cherub, bomb</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ½ p.</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owl and book (rep.)</td>
<td>Tailpiece - ¼ p. (drawing framed)</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medallion, donkey reading (repeat)</td>
<td>Tailpiece - 1/8 p. (drawing missing)</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>art exhibit</td>
<td>Tailpiece - 3/4 p.</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
angels kill dragon
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  p. 284

leaping leopard (rep.)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 297

Sephyrine lamenting
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ½ p.
  p. 307

sphinx and satyr
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  p. 319

monkey ascending to Heaven
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p.
  p. 328

angels with spears (rep.)
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 3/4 p. (drawing missing)
  p. 344

hooded judges, torturing
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
  p. 357

devil
  Physical Description: Tailpiece - 1/8 p.
  p. 216

Scope and Content Note
The Strouse Collection has a total of 25 original drawings by Frank Pape for THE REVOLT OF THE ANGELS. These include only 1 full page illustration (there are 12 in book). The double endleaves count as 4. The drawing for the half-title, and drawing for the heading are present. 18 original drawings of tailpieces are present (the book includes 28). There are no decorated initials.

Original drawings -
1 full page illustration (12 in book)
4 full page endleaves
1 half-title
1 heading
18 tailpieces (28 in book)
0 decorated initials (35 in book)
25 original drawings

Flat Box 7  FRANK PAPÉ ORIGINAL DRAWINGS in the NORMAN H. STROUSE COLLECTION From THAIS
FRANCE, Anato IE. *Thais*. A Translation by Robert B. Douglas with Illustrations and Decorations by Frank C. Papé. 8vo. With 12 full page illustrations, 5 full page decorations preceding Parts, double-page decorated end-papers, front and back, 4 decorated tailpieces to Parts, decorated half-title, and five decorated initials preceding Parts. Black cloth binding, gilt stamped with Pape designs. London. John Lane. Bodley Head. (1930)

Scope and Content Note
Strouse Collection has all original drawings for this book except the 5 initials.

**Nun and courtesan, symbols.**
Physical Description: Double, full page
Front and back endpapers.

**Every night...**
Physical Description: Full page
Frontispiece

**Paphnutius spoke...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 26

**They laughed at...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 40

**The Monster gently...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 44

**They come, the angels...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 78

**She let fall...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 98

**Therefore he conversed...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 124

**One day I saw...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 156

**A shower of stones...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 168

**One morning she...**
Physical Description: Full page
Opp. p. 186
He was about to...
   Physical Description: Full page
   Opp. p. 214

The demons no longer...
   Physical Description: Full page
   Opp. p. 224

   Physical Description: Half-title ½ page
   After front endleaf

The Lotus - monk, angels, Thais, dragon - border
   Physical Description: Titlepage to Part I. 3/4 p.
   (p.1)

The Papyrus - child, Thais, Nubian slave, heaven.
   Physical Description: Titlepage to Part II. 3/4 p.
   (p.61)

The Papyrus-Paphnutius leads Thais through desert.
   Physical Description: Titlepage to Part II (cont') 3/4 p.
   (p. 149)

Thais attends banquet
   Physical Description: Titlepage to Part II. 3/4 p.
   (p. 111)

The Euphorbia - Thais upon her bier.
   Physical Description: Titlepage to Part III. 3/4 p.
   (p. 181)

3 nymphs dancing
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 60

fountain
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 110

skull, cross, dove
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 147

Caged bird
   Physical Description: Tailpiece - ¼ p.
   p. 179
pictorially designed for head of text for each section

Physical Description: Initials - 5 (missing) 1 x 3/4
p. 3, 63, 113, 151, 183

Scope and Content Note
The Strouse Collection has a total of 26 original Frank Pape drawings for THAIS. The only drawings not present are the five initial designs. These donot seem to be included with any of the original collections.

12 full page illustrations
4 full page endleaves
5 section titles
1 half-title
4 tailpieces
26

TOTAL 23 original drawings. The detailed description of the drawings, their frequent repetition, and the separation of the many parts, therefore does not tally with the actual count of the original drawings.

Flat Box 8 Thai
Flat Box 8 "Pestilence, War, and Famine"

Physical Description: 1 framed drawing

Flat Box 8 Unidentified